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New CTV app
identification
standards are a winwin for media owners
and buyers

Keeping It Clean

Eliminate bad actors and gain
transparency into transactions
In December 2019, the IAB Tech Lab
released guidelines for CTV and OTT
devices and app identification. These
guidelines are a massive step toward
improving the ease of transactions and
transparency for app-based CTV and OTT
environments.
For context, IDs are assigned to mobile
apps as they are registered to a given app
store, such as Google Play or Apple App
Store. Across different platforms, these
IDs may be formatted or named differently
(i.e. app bundle vs. app ID), but they serve
the same purpose — a unique ID for a
given application on a given device. They
are a unified way to identify and purchase
app inventory, which enables efficient
programmatic buying and is critical to
inventory quality initiatives such as appads.tx and supply path optimization. The
new IAB guidelines aim to create the
same efficiencies across CTV/OTT app
environments.
The CTV/OTT streaming device landscape
involves dozens of different devices each
with their own interface and applications.
Each of these environments has different
levels of standardization and capabilities.
Without a standardized way to transact on
apps, the advertising industry has struggled
to maintain ever-growing lists of hardcoded app bundles in a format similar to
“com.platform.appname.” In many cases, a
single app on a single platform has several
different hard-coded identifiers, creating
confusion and operational inefficiencies.
This process was problematic for two main
reasons.
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First, it involved a lot of education and
human involvement to buy and sell, even
in programmatic environments where
historically it’s been simple to identify
and target media properties that fulfill
campaign KPIs.
Second, it opened doors for bad actors to
manufacture fraudulent ad impressions.
Quality and transparency measures such
as app-ads.txt do not work without a
standardized ID that can be validated and
verified. Collaborating with the IAB Tech
Lab on the OTT/CTV Store Assigned App
Identification Guidelines helped improve
monetization, transparency, and quality.
How to take action
Media owners transacting in CTV
should transition to validated IDs if you
haven’t already. It’s vital that app-ads.txt is
supported both by the media owner as well
as the app stores in which transactions take
place. This will drastically improve buying
efficiencies and protect media owners from
falling victim to bad actors attempting to
spoof inventory. Please reach out to your
SpotX account team if you need assistance,
or reference the IAB Tech Lab guidelines.
For buyers, we encourage you to
consolidate white lists and buying
practices to ensure validated IDs are used
where applicable. Over time, this should
create operational efficiencies and clarity
on exactly what is being purchased, so you
can think less about what you’re buying
and instead focus on how your media is
performing.
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SpotX is the first
platform to join WIPO
SpotX
is
proud
to
announce
our
partnership with the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO), a worldwide organization formed to tackle the
proliferation of intellectual property theft.
Fighting this battle is critical to the digital
ecosystem as so many quality issues stem
from copyright infringement, and no
buyer wants to contribute media dollars to
infringing properties.
These properties are not only an entryway
to generate low-quality ad impressions (via
pop-ups, pop-unders and redirects), but
also fraudulent traffic, which happens when
they distribute malware. The malware can
then be used as a mechanism to hijack real
user devices and create botnets that siphon
dollars away from legitimate media owners.

News and
Opinions

Read more about the partnership

What it means to be
TAG certified in the
fight against ad fraud
The Trustworthy Accountability Group
(TAG) is an industry initiative to fight criminal
activity throughout the digital advertising
supply chain. It’s grown quickly and consists
of 570 member companies globally as of
December 2019 - with 145 of them joining
that year.
Bad actors continue to enter the supply
chain and evolve their tactics, and TAG plays
an important role in uniting the industry to
take the toughest stance possible against
criminal activity. What exactly do TAG’s
certification seals entail? In this blog post,
we break down the requirements of each
TAG program, as well as SpotX’s opinion on
an ideal approach to staying ahead of bad
actors.
Read more to understand TAG’s guidelines
and how to protect your brand
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Ask an Expert
Political Advertising

Brand Safety
Manifesto
Trust is the fabric of enduring and
successful relationships.
Without trust, we don’t excel.
Which is why at SpotX we put your
trust above all else. When we say
we’re committed to brand safety,
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a
dedicated pursuit of excellence.

Ask an Expert

We do not accept that there is a
place in our industry for fraud and
veiled practice — we reject the
notion that transparency should
be considered a ‘value add’ or
that fraud is just the cost of doing
business. We are committed to
communicating and operating
openly, honestly — and with the
ability for our trading partners to
be successful at the forefront of all
that we do.

SpotX has a team of dedicated brand safety
experts who really know their stuff. In each
issue we pick their brains to get answers on
burning questions from the market – if you
have a question that you’d like us to address,
please email guardians@spotx.tv.
In this issue, Kyle Benn, VP of Mid-Market
Demand Facilitation at SpotX, answers your
most-asked questions about how advances
in OTT and programmatic are changing the
political advertising game.
Q: What are some of the trends and
immediate effects that SpotX sees inmarket regarding political advertising?
•

OTT: We’re seeing fast OTT growth (as
much as five times higher than it was
leading up to the 2016 presidential
election) as political advertisers are
realizing the impact that OTT can have
on campaigns. Many are shifting spend
from social following the controversial
actions of platforms since 2016, and
once local TV inventory is reserved,
local candidates will also revert to OTT.

•

Scale: With these shifts, scale is a
trending question. Candidates will
likely be fighting for impressions in the
presidential and down-ballot elections.
Advertisers will increasingly look to
reserve CTV inventory or set up 1:1
publisher deals to ensure availability
and deny access to their competition
during the inventory crunch from
August to October.

•

Data: OTT’s targeting capabilities
are drawing in advertiser dollars. Not
only are there advances in first-party
targeting, but that can be paired with
aggregated data from a variety of
partners to help answer behavior and
psychological effects beyond party
affiliation and demographics (e.g.
feelings about schools, taxes, welfare,
etc.).

For this reason, we are committed
to providing an open and honest
trading environment for media
owners and advertisers alike. An
infrastructure that is powered by
technology, but fueled by integrity.
At SpotX, brand safety is our
number one priority.
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•

Brand safety: Impression quality and
invalid traffic in OTT will become a
larger issue, particularly with device and
app spoofing, un-authorized inventory,
upticks in non-human traffic, and ghost
apps. Advertisers must also monitor for
apps infringing on copyrighted material
or posting unsafe content.

Q: What are the implications for retail or
non-political advertisers?
Rates for linear TV spots, or the cost per
points (CPP), have been rising quickly,
especially in battleground states and DMAs.
This is making CTV audience delivery
an efficient alternative. More advertisers
are finding that portions of their buys are
being bumped, requiring them to take
makegoods, which will become limited as
the available local TV supply tightens. If you
haven’t already, now’s the time to adjust
your strategy through the 2020 election.
Q: How is SpotX using data related to
political ads?

Q: What should political buyers do to
get ahead?
First, because political campaigns move
quickly, ensure you work with partners
that allow for quick creative and campaign
approval, and you are able to easily launch
and manage campaigns.
Leverage the expertise of your existing
political consultants, DMP partners, and
media owners to gauge what they see
coming down the road. Start to bookmark
the digital publishers and media owners
that have driven strong performance this
cycle so you’ll be prepared if - or when data deployment is drastically impacted in
future cycles.
Scale in OTT, specifically on a geo-targeted
basis, is a frequently voiced concern.
Diversify your media mix now so you can
deploy budgets appropriately based on
scale and audience leading into the 2020
election crunch, rather than scrambling to
redistribute budgets at the last minute.

We’ve partnered with data companies
from both sides of the aisle including Data
Trust, i360, L2, TargetSmart, Tru Optik, and
others to enable media buyers to deploy
voter segments with precision across all
screens and streams. We only use this
political data against political and causerelated campaigns, and we do not store
any user data.
Q: Are you seeing publishers changing rates
for political ads?
So far, we have seen only slightly higher rates
for political ads from some supply partners.
We expect higher competition - and thus
higher rates - as the year progresses, so
lock in your buys as soon as possible.
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Have a question that you’d like the
SpotX brand safety team to address
in our next issue?
Email guardians@spotx.tv
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How SpotX leverages
SimilarWeb to
protect buyers from
low-quality traffic
acquisition tactics

Vendor
Spotlight

Identifying low-quality and fraudulent
traffic has always been a challenge in
the digital ad space. To provide optimal
protection for buyers, we’ve added
another layer of defense to prevent bad
actors and guarantee only high-quality
media owners can transact within SpotX.
Bad actors will try and enter the
ecosystem, offering either lower CPMs
or inconceivable impression volumes
at the cost of low performance and
poor
user
experience.
SimilarWeb
provides a behind-the-scenes view into
a website’s online activity so we can
predict the likelihood that a publisher will
generate low-quality traffic prior to any
monetization.
Since using SimilarWeb, SpotX has
increased the number of high-quality
media owners on our platform and
removed low-quality ones through strict
qualification and flagging of suspicious
traffic sourcing tactics. We look at the
number of visitors to a website, how
long users stay on the site, and a media
owner’s traffic acquisition tactics, among
other data points. Since first partnering
with SimilarWeb five years ago, we’ve
saved advertisers about $6M per year by
avoiding low-quality inventory.
Below is an example of how SpotX
reviews SimilarWeb data sets. Prior to a
new property being able to monetize on
our platform, we check with SimilarWeb
for any red flags.
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Our team flagged this particular site because traffic goes from virtually zero page visits to
hundreds of thousands in a very short time period, and it has a bounce rate of 88%:

When taking a closer look, we see the majority of visits come from third-party referrals.
While some referral traffic is normal, it’s a red flag to our team when the majority of traffic
comes via referrals or paid traffic. Many times these referrals are directly or indirectly linked
to properties distributing malware, infringing on copyrighted materials, or publishing adult
content. Furthermore, sites showing this behavior can be linked to low-quality ad networks
that provide pop-up, pop-under, or other low-quality ad experiences.
Here you can see the high referral traffic as compared to the low direct and organic traffic:

By identifying low-quality traffic before it’s ever made available via our platform, we can
protect media buyers so they can focus more on driving campaign results.
About SimilarWeb
As the most trusted platform for measuring online behavior, millions of people rely on
SimilarWeb insights daily as the ground truth for their knowledge of the digital world.
SimilarWeb empowers anyone — from the curious individual to the enterprise business
leader — to make smarter decisions by understanding why things happen across the digital
ecosystem.
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Best Practices

How to transact in the
CTV landscape in the
wake of DiCaprio
Following the CTV fraud scheme
DiCaprio, it’s a good time to revisit best
practices for transacting in the CTV
landscape. Since starting to monetize
within these environments several years
ago, SpotX has been very conscious that
impressions on the big screen aren’t
always brand-safe or free of fraud.
That’s why we partner with DoubleVerify
to help protect CTV buys in addition to
employing an in-house team and setting
business rules for CTV transactions. Follow
these best practices to help eliminate ad
fraud without breaking the bank:
•

Only work directly with supply
sources. When we say direct, we
mean work directly with the device
manufacturer or media owner and
eliminate middlemen that do not clearly
add value.

•

Conduct the sniff test. While our inhouse team does thoroughly investigate
media owners and apps in our device
lab, our best test is what we call our
sniff test. We ask questions such as:
Have you ever heard of this app? Do
any of your friends or family in ad
tech know the app? Do you recognize
the content? Is the content properly
licensed or original work? Do you see
the app as being valuable to the end
consumer? If we can’t confidently say
yes to all of these questions, we don’t
allow it. We encourage you to take a
similar approach.

•

Only work with partners who
support both sellers.json and the
OpenRTB SupplyChain. This helps you
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understand if an impression is truly direct or sold
through an unnecessary middleman. Force your
partners to provide this level of insight if you’re
not getting it today. In our experience, 99% of
the time when suppliers are not transparent
about the source of their traffic, it’s because the
traffic is highly questionable.
•

Use data to flag anomalies. Look for patterns
that are not indicative of human behavior. This
includes users who never visit well-known apps,
users who are active in only a certain developer or
developer network, users who see unreasonable
amounts of ads per day, or unknown entities
using SSAI services.

The SpotX Guardian
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Become Brand Safety Certified
Interested in becoming brand safety certified? Take our newly revamped course designed
specifically for ad tech professionals at www.spotx.tv/university/#brand-safety.

Keep It Clean: A Course on Brand Safety
Having the proper brand safety strategy in place helps ensure that your brand’s ads appear
in relevant and appropriate environments. In this course, we’ll pull back the curtain on how
fraudsters operate to ensure you are running on trusted and transparent inventory.
Class 1:An Introduction to Brand Safety Concerns
Class 2:Brand Safety in Connected TV Environments
Class 3:Industry Initiatives Combating Fraud
Class 4: A Deeper Look Into SpotX’s Brand Safety Efforts
Class 5: Putting it Into Practice
Look out for future issues of The SpotX Guardian in your inbox and in the meantime please
feel free to reach out to us with comments, questions, or suggestions at guardians@spotx.tv
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Brand Safety
Manifesto
Trust is the fabric of enduring
and successful relationships.
Without trust, we don’t excel.
Which is why at SpotX we put your
trust above all else. When we say
we’re committed to brand safety,
this isn’t a shallow promise, it is a
dedicated pursuit of excellence.
We do not accept that there is
a place in our industry for fraud
and veiled practice — we reject
the notion that transparency
should be considered a ‘value add’
or that fraud is just the cost of
doing business. We are committed
to communicating and operating
openly, honestly — and with the
ability for our trading partners to
be successful at the forefront of all
that we do.
For this reason, we are committed
to providing an open and honest
trading environment for media
owners and advertisers alike.
An infrastructure that is powered
by technology, but fueled
by integrity.
At SpotX, brand safety is our
number one priority.
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Questions or comments? Ask guardians@spotx.tv
www.spotx.tv/spotx-guardian

